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We put forward a Monte Carlo algorithm which samples the Euclidean time operator growth
dynamics at infinite temperature. Crucially, our approach is free of the numerical sign problem
for a range of quantum many-body spin systems, allowing for numerically exact and unbiased
calculations. We apply this methodological headway to study the high-frequency dynamics of the
mixed-field quantum Ising model (QIM) at one and two dimensions. Our results corroborate the
recently proposed operator growth hypothesis, predicting an exponential fall-off of generic response
functions at large frequencies. Remarkably, our calculations are sufficiently sensitive to detect
subtle logarithmic corrections of the hypothesis in one dimension. In addition, in two dimensions,
we uncover a non-trivial crossover between two large frequency decay rates. Lastly, we find that
the growth rate of the operator support size is dominated by boundary effects, with a logarithmic
correction in one dimension.

Introduction — Within the Heisenberg representation
of quantum mechanics, the time evolution of operators is
governed by their commutation relations with the Hamil-
tonian. Under generic many-body dynamics, local oper-
ators are expected to evolve into increasingly complex
and non-local operator strings. This process of “opera-
tor growth” is equivalent to the scrambling of quantum
information in complex systems, and closely related to
quantum chaos. As such, understanding the precise prop-
erties of operator growth is a fundamental line of research
that has driven a great amount of theoretical and exper-
imental work [1–9]. It has direct links to the question
of how the laws of quantum mechanics bring about ther-
malization or its failure in isolated systems [10–14]. It is
also a useful tool for investigating the fate of information
in a black hole and how to retrieve it [15–19].

In this context, an interesting way to quantify the
rate of operator growth, besides the much studied out-of-
time order correlator, is to examine the high-frequency
regime of the spectral density associated with generic cor-
relators [20]. Recently, Ref. [21] proposed an operator
growth hypothesis that translates to an exponentially de-
caying large frequency tail

Φ(ω) ∼ exp(−|ω|/ω0) (1)

in generic many-body systems with finite local band-
width. The energy scale ω0 provides an upper bound
to the Lyapunov exponent of out-of-time order correla-
tors [21–23], and is thus an alternative measure of op-
erator growth [24–30]. Crucially, this quantity is experi-
mentally accessible [31], e.g., from the pre-thermalization
time in a fast periodic drive [32].

Testing the operator growth hypothesis in concrete lat-
tice models is particularly challenging due to the inherent
difficulty of simulating many-body quantum dynamics
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FIG. 1: (a) A space-time snapshot of the Euclidean time
operator growth process extracted from the 400th mo-
ment of the Pauli Z operator at site 0 of the 1D mixed
field QIM. Transformations are generated by Liouvillians
between time slices (indexed by k). The colors corre-
spond to the different Pauli operators. (b) The average
occupation probability on a site by a non-identity Pauli
operator resulting from operator growth arising from the
same Monte Carlo dynamics as (a).

with classical resources. Direct evidence for the hypoth-
esis is largely limited to large-N or semi-classical mod-
els [20, 23, 30, 33, 34] and brute-force numerics of small
to intermediate system sizes that suffer from sizable finite
size effects [35]. Although analytical bounds supporting
the conjecture have been obtained for finite-dimensional
systems [36, 37], these results are not satisfactory in that
they do not provide an accurate estimate of ω0 or the
precise functional form of the spectral function. It is,
therefore, desirable to devise efficient numerical schemes
that can reliably test the operator growth hypothesis.

In this Letter, we present a Monte Carlo method that
samples the Euclidean time operator growth dynamics
at infinite temperature in an unbiased and statistically
exact manner. The Monte Carlo method tracks the Eu-
clidean time evolution of operators (Fig. 1a) instead of
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the standard wave function approach that is common in
conventional quantum Monte Carlo calculations. Cru-
cially, our scheme does not suffer from the notorious nu-
merical sign problem when applied to a broad family of
lattice spin models of interest. We employ our method
to study the mixed-field QIM in both one and two di-
mensions. Our results provide high-precision tests of the
hypothesis. In particular, we pinpoint the subtle log-
correction to Eq. (1) in one dimension, and unveil an
intriguing crossover between two high-frequency tails in
two dimensions. Finally, we determine the dynamical
scaling properties of the operator support size.

Operator-space partition function — In statistical
physics, Monte Carlo schemes aim to sample from a par-
tition function representing a weighted sum over the con-
figuration space. In our case, the relevant partition func-
tion is the auto-correlation function of a local operator,
O, analytically continued to imaginary time:

Z(τ) := (O|eLτO) . (2)

Here, LO = [H,O] is the Liouvillian super operator rep-
resenting the commutation with the Hamiltonian H, and
(A|B) = Tr[A†B]/Tr[1] denotes the infinite-temperature
scalar product on operator space. We shall also assume
that O equals a product of one-site operators. To make
contact with the real frequency spectral density (and es-
pecially its large frequency tails), it is useful to consider
the Taylor expansion of Z(τ) at τ = 0:

Z(τ) =

∞∑
n=0

µ2n
τ2n

(2n)!
(3)

µ2n = (O|L2n|O) =

∫
Φ(ω)ω2n dω

2π
. (4)

In the last equation, we identify the Taylor expansion co-
efficients {µ2n} with the moments of the spectral function
Φ(ω), which follows from a Fourier transform of the ana-
lytic continuation to real-time correlators, C(t) = Z(τ =
it). Thus, high moments encode information about the
high-frequency tail of Φ(ω). In particular, an exponential
tail (Eq. (1)) yields:

µ2n ≃
(
2nω0

e

)2n

(5)

for large n. We recall that the moments grow rapidly,
such that Z(τ) converges only when τ < τ∗ = 1/ω0, and
has a pole at τ∗.

To evaluate the moments via stochastic sampling, we
express µ2n as a sum over paths in operator space. As-
suming local dynamics, we write L =

∑
i,a Li,a , with

{Li,a} denoting local Liouvillian of type a acting on site
i , as dictated by the underlying Hamiltonian, H =∑

i,a Hi,a, with Li,aO = [Hi,a, O]. Following the above

definitions, we expand the product (O|L2n|O), by intro-
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FIG. 2: A typical configuration contributing to the 4-th
moment with the horizontal and vertical axes being tem-
poral and spatial respectively. The sites are populated
by the X, Y , and Z Pauli operators or the I (identity)
operator. The temporal direction is generated by the Li-
ouvillians of type LZ , LZZ and LX corresponding to the
three types of local Hamiltonian terms. The empty Li-
ouvillian slots correspond to null superoperators.

ducing operator space resolution of identities between in-
dividual Liouvillians:

µ2n =
∑
S2n

2n−1∏
k=0

(Ok+1|Lik,ak
Ok)︸ ︷︷ ︸

WS2n

, (6)

where the sum is over all local Liouvillian sequences,
specified by 2n position-type pairs, S2n = {(ik, ak)}2n−1

k=0 ,
with nonzero weightWS2n

̸= 0. This construction implic-
itly defines operator histories (O0 = O,O1, . . . , O2n =
O0) and is reminiscent of the Stochastic Series Expan-
sion (SSE) [38, 39]. We emphasize that, unlike standard
quantum Monte Carlo approaches, here, the configura-
tion space is defined via the space of local operators, and
transitions between them are generated by the Liouvil-
lian.
The weights WS are generally non-positive and can

lead to a sign problem, even in cases where the associ-
ated Hamiltonian problem is sign problem free. Remark-
ably, for a class of nontrivial models, the sum in Eq. (6)
contains strictly non-negative real terms, WS ≥ 0 [37].
This class includes the mixed-field QIM, with the Hamil-
tonian,

H = −J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

ZiZj −
∑
i

(hZZi + hXXi) . (7)

Here, ⟨i, j⟩ define nearest neighbours on a hypercubic
lattice, and Xi, Zi are the Pauli operators act on sites
i along the x, z spin axes, respectively. In what follows,
we will focus on the numerical study of the mixed field
QIM with positive and uniform J , hZ , hX .
Numerical methods and observables — Following the

expansion of Z(τ) in Eq. (3), we now turn to devise a
Monte Carlo algorithm to numerically estimate the mo-
ments µ2n. To that end, we set τ = 1/J in Eq. (2)
and restrict the expansion order to obey 2n ≤ 2nmax.
Analogously to SSE, we consider Liouvillian sequences,
S2nmax

, of fixed length 2nmax, which for an expansion or-
der n include additional (2nmax − 2n) factors of the null
super-operator L0,0 ≡ I.
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We note that the above truncation is natural in the
context of imaginary time Hamiltonian dynamics via SSE
simulations. There, for given values of microscopic pa-
rameters and temperature, the probability distribution of
the expansion order rapidly decays away from its mean
value. By contrast, here, we will be interested in target-
ing all moments µ2n for 2n ≤ 2nmax. As will become
clearer below, this entails visiting each expansion order
at roughly equal frequency.

The resulting partition function has the following form,

G =
∑

S2nmax

1

J2n(2n)!
(8)

× (2nmax − 2n)!(2n)!

(2nmax)!

2nmax−1∏
k=0

(Ok+1|Lik,ak
|Ok),

where the combinatorial factors arise from the redun-
dancy in the assignment of null operators. Eq. (8) has
a natural diagrammatic interpretation as a sum over
D = d + 1 dimensional space-time configurations con-
sisting of on-site Pauli operator, with the dynamics gen-
erated by insertions of local Liouvillian super-operators,
transitioning between Pauli strings, see Fig. 2.

In the following, we present a set of local Monte Carlo
moves that enable traversing between all allowed config-
urations: (1) add-drop – allows switching between dif-
ferent n sectors by adding or removing a pair of identical
local Liouvillians located on the same sites at two con-
secutive time slices. (2) swap – swaps two commuting
Liouvillians at different time slices, without changing the
expansion order n. This move is proposed only if there
are no non-commuting Liouvillians at intermediate time
slices. (3) interact – here, two temporally consecutive
LZZ Liouvillians that share a single spatial site “interact”
to create a pair of temporally consecutive LZ Liouvillians
acting on next to nearest neighbour sites. This move al-
lows accessing configurations with an odd number of LZZ

and LZ Liouvillians acting on a given site.
In practice, we found it essential to apply a reweight-

ing approach, in the spirit of the Wang-Landau algorithm
[40–42], in order to ensure ergodicity due to rapid fall off
(or rise) of the expansion order distribution towards large
moments. This is achieved by iteratively tuning the rel-
ative visiting rate of each expansion order until reaching
an approximately uniform distribution across expansion
order sectors. In other words, we sample the partition
sum Z(τ) near criticality, τ ↗ τ∗. Additional technical
details on the Monte Carlo algorithm are relegated to
[43].

Our key physical observable is the moments’ ratio:

r2n :=
µ2n+2

µ2n
=

⟨δn′,n+1⟩n′

⟨δn′,n⟩n′
× J2(2n+ 2)(2n+ 1). (9)

In the above equation, averaging is carried out over
the probability distribution of the expansion order P (n′),
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FIG. 3: (a) rn vs n for the Z operator with J = hZ =
hX = 1 in 1D. The inset zooms in on the first 35 mo-
ments, comparing our calculations with exact brute force
numerics. (b) ∆rn vs n for 1D. This asymptotically
falls to zero. Multiplying by log(n) recovers a constant
plateau. (c) Same as (a) for 2D. The inset has the first
16 moments compared against exact computation. (d)
∆rn vs n for 2D. Unlike 1D here the log multiplication
isn’t needed. The inset shows n∆rn vs n.

where the Kronecker delta δn′,n counts Monte Carlo
events satisfying n′ = n. Effectively, r2n is tied to the ra-
tio between the visiting frequencies of expansion orders
n + 1 and n. The large frequency behavior of Eq. (5),
predicts a linear growth of rn with n,

rn ≃ 2ω0n

e
. (10)

In addition, the prefactor allows a numerical estimation
of the decay rate ω0.
To estimate the spatial extent of operator growth, we

define the support size at time slice k as:

Sk = ⟨Volume(Bd
k)⟩. (11)

Here, Bd
k is geometrically defined as the largest region in

d dimensional space enclosed by non-trivial operators at
temporal index k.
Numerical Results – In the following, we present

Monte Carlo data for the Z operator dynamics in the
mixed field QIM with the microscopic parameters hX =
hZ = J = 1 in 1D and 2D. We begin our presenta-
tion by examining the 1D case. We recall that, due
to the restricted dynamics in 1D, the linear growth
in Eq. (10) receives a logarithmic correction such that
rn ∼ n/ log n [21, 32, 36, 44, 45]. In Fig. 3a, we depict
rn as a function of n. We first note the excellent agree-
ment with brute force calculation (suffering from an un-
favourable exponential scaling with the expansion order)
as shown in the inset, serving as a non-trivial benchmark
of our approach.
Furthermore, we observe that the large n growth of

rn deviates from a linear trend. To pin down the source
of this deviation and check whether it can be attributed
to the aforementioned logarithmic correction in Fig. 3b,
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we plot ∆rn × log(n), where ∆rn is a numerical deriva-
tive extracted using the five-point stencil method. This
quantity is expected to reach a plateau at large n with
the logarithmic correction. Indeed, we find that only in
the presence of the log multiplication, the desired plateau
is obtained. By contrast, ∆rn asymptotically decays to
zero due to the 1/ log(n) factor. We note that this is the
first numerically exact confirmation for the predicted log
correction associated with the restricted 1D dynamics,
as previous brute-force numerics cannot resolve this sub-
tle functional dependence convincingly due to the limited
number of accessible moments [21, 35, 46].

We now turn to study 2D systems. In Fig. 3c, we plot
the evolution of rn with the expansion order n. As before,
we note the precise agreement with brute force compu-
tation, shown in the inset. Impressively, the stochastic
approach allows access to the first 180 moments, as com-
pared to brute force methods that are limited to the first
16 moments. We observe a clear linear trend of rn, which
is the first extensive test of the operator growth hypoth-
esis in a concrete model beyond 1D systems.

In Fig. 3d, we plot ∆rn, and remarkably, we find an
intriguing two-plateau structure. We infer that the spec-
tral density features a crossover between two exponential
tails. Indeed, if we suppose

Φ(ω) ∼

{
e−|ω|/ω1 |ω| ≲ ωc

e−|ω|/ω2 |ω| ≳ ωc

(12)

where ω1 and ω2 are the decay rates and ωc is the
crossover scale. Using a saddle point approximation of
Eq. (4), we may find that

∆rn ≈

{
2ω1/e n ≲ n1 = ωc/2ω1

2ω2/e n ≳ n2 = ωc/2ω2

(13)

In particular, we have n1ω1 = n2ω2 = ωc/2. To show
our numerical results are consistent with Eq. (12), we
plot n∆rn in the inset of Fig. 3d, and find a remarkably
large ωc ≈ 90J . This crossover would have been missed
in a brute-force calculation.

Owing to the thermal nature of the dynamics, we ex-
pect the large n behavior of rn to be universal for typ-
ical local operators with a given set of model parame-
ters. In [43], we indeed see this anticipated behavior for
boundary X operator, with log(n)∆rn ≃ 2.2(1)J and
∆rn ≃ 1.26(4)J in 1D and 2D respectively, consistent
with the plots here. We also find that the structure of the
intermediate plateau as seen in 2D is not universal. Nev-
ertheless, the asymptotic plateau value is reached only at
a similar large value n2 ≈ 40. Correspondingly, the high-
frequency tail of the spectral density is truly established
only at a frequency that was numerically inaccessible be-
fore the present work.

Statistical mechanics perspective of operator growth –
From the point of view of statistical mechanics, it is nat-
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FIG. 4: Scaling collapse of the average operator support
size (for the Z operator), as function of k, for different
values of nmax, in 1D (a), where Smax := nmax/ log nmax,
and in 2D (b).

ural to examine the geometric properties of the opera-
tor string configurations Fig. 1b. In particular, the con-
figurations with large nmax describe the vicinity of the
critical point τ ↗ τ∗ in the partition function (3) (in
1D τ∗ = ∞ because of the log-correction). Therefore,
these large nmax configurations exhibit universal, scale-
invariant behavior ubiquitous to continuous phase tran-
sitions.
To illustrate this point, we measured the average sup-

port size of the operator string as a function of temporal
index k in configurations of an increasing range of maxi-
mal expansion order nmax. The results, plotted in Fig. 4,
are in agreement with the following scaling ansatz in the
large nmax limit:

⟨S2D⟩ = nmaxf2D(k/2nmax), (14a)

⟨S1D⟩ =
nmax

log(nmax)
f1D(k/2nmax) (14b)

where f2D and f1D are scaling functions, which capture
the evolution of the operator size growth to an nmax-
dependent maximum (and then decrease) in terms of
rescaled time k/2nmax and size S/Smax.

The maximal size Smax ∼ nmax in 2D, and we ex-
pect the same in higher dimensions as well, since this is
the only asymptotics compatible with the universal mo-
ment growth in Eq. (5). The slow convergence to the
scaling collapse echos the late establishment of the uni-
versal growth observed above. In 1D, the maximal size
Smax = nmax/ log(nmax) has a log-correction, which has
the same geometric origin as the log-correction to the
moment growth: in 1D, the operator can only grow at
the two extremities, which is a severe entropy penalty.
Therefore the dominant contributions must be a com-
promise: the operator grows less in order to “scramble”
more in the bulk. Previous arguments [36, 44] indicated a
three-stage process where the operator grows to ∼ Smax

at k ∼ Smax, then stays as such until 2nmax − k ∼ Smax

at which point the operator starts to shrink. In units of
rescaled time k/2nmax, the growth and shrinking stages’
duration would be vanishing ∼ 1/ log(nmax), and the
scaling function f1D would be a constant. In Fig. 4 we
see indeed that a plateau establishes itself and extends to
the whole interval as nmax increases, however very slowly
(due to the log dependence). In 2D, one may worry that a
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similar “boundary-versus-bulk” entropy penalty applies
as well. However, delicate rigorous arguments confirm
that this is not the case [36]. Put simply, these argu-
ments state that the operator support in 2D can have a
“rough” boundary (with length comparable to the bulk
area) and thus enough ways to grow in order to generate
the moment asymptotics (5). Our results on moment ra-
tio asymptotics provide strong (yet indirect) evidence of
this unexpected geometric fact, whose direct observation
will require pushing the numerics to large n.

Discussion – We conclude our presentation by flag-
ging several research directions motivated by our results.
Our approach can be extended to models whose associ-
ated Liouvillian dynamics are expressed as sign problem-
free sums. The quantum XY model is a notable exam-
ple [37], which crucially admits a global U(1) symmetry
and hence can provide access to transport properties of
conserved charges [47, 48]. The presence of disorder is
also compatible with our method, it will be interesting
to investigate the signature of Many-Body Localization
in the evolution of operator strings. Another important
direction is extracting real frequency dynamical spectral
functions away from the high-frequency limit, as can, in
principle, be via Lanczos coefficients expressed in terms
of moment ratios [49–51]. We note that the latter might
suffer from high sensitivity to statistical noise and may
require an improvement on current algorithms. Lastly,
we expect the support size scaling functions to be uni-
versal and valid for a generic class of chaotic Hamiltoni-
ans, and predicting them theoretically is an interesting
open question. We leave the aforementioned possibilities
to future efforts.
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Supplemental Materials:“Stochastic Sampling of Operator Growth Dynamics”

THE MONTE CARLO ALGORITHM

In this section, we outline our Marko chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm. We first derive the precise
form of the partition function taking into account the re-weighting procedure. Following this, we describe each of the
Monte Carlo moves and derive their transition probabilities based on the detailed balance conditions.

We start by deriving Eq. (8) in the paper. Combining Z(τ = 1/J) from Eq. (3) with Eq. (6) in the main text, the
partition function becomes:

Z(τ = 1/J) =

∞∑
n=0

∑
S2n

1

J2n(2n)!

2n−1∏
k=0

(Ok+1|Lik,ak
|Ok) (S1)

where we recall that S2n = {(ik, ak)}2n−1
k=0 is a sequence of position-type pairs that specify the local Liouvillians Lik,ak

.
To proceed, we truncate this partition sum to sequence n ≥ nmax. We also fix the Liouvillian sequences to be of length
2nmax, by inserting 2nmax − 2n factors of the identity Liouvillian L0,0 in all possible combinations. This procedure
however generates duplicate terms which are compensated for by dividing with the combinatorial factor

(
2nmax

2nmax−2n

)
.

This gives us the desired expression of the truncated partition sum:

G =
∑

S2nmax

1

J2n(2n)!
× (2nmax − 2n)!(2n)!

(2nmax)!

2nmax−1∏
k=0

(Ok+1|Lik,ak
|Ok). (S2)

As mentioned in the main text, the expansion order distribution associated with G falls typically exponentially on
either side of its modal point. In practice, this hinders the sampling of all the nmax + 1 sectors in an ergodic way.
To flatten out this distribution, we employ a variant of the Wang-Landau algorithm [S40, S42] that implements a
re-weighting procedure. Before explaining our scheme, it is illuminating to rewrite G using a set of generalized weights
{wn}:

G′ =
∑

S2nmax

wn
(2nmax − 2n)!(2n)!

(2nmax)!

2nmax−1∏
k=0

(Ok+1|Lik,ak
|Ok) =

∑
n

wnµ2n. (S3)

The weights {wn} are initialized as wn = 1/(J2n(2n)!). In practice one needs to only keep track of weight ratios
between consecutive n sectors wn/wn+1. The reweighting procedure works iteratively. At each step, we take N
samples and determine the number of times cn that each sector is visited by the MCMC. We define cn as:

cn =

N∑
i=1

δn,ni
. (S4)

For a flat distribution, one expects cn ∼ (nmax + 1)/N . To bias our distribution in this direction, we update the
weights by setting wn → wnN/(cn(nmax + 1)). The corresponding stored weight ratios get updated as: wn/wn+1 →
(wn/wn+1) × (cn+1/cn). This assignment penalizes sectors with cn > (nmax + 1)/N by reducing their weight and
reinforces weights for sectors with cn < (nmax+1)/N . This procedure is carried out repeatedly until an approximately
flat distribution is obtained.

With generalized weights, we need to rescale the counts in Eq. (9) with {wn} to obtain the moment ratios. Our
observables now become:

r2n =
µ2n+2

µ2n
=

⟨δn′,n+1⟩n′

⟨δn′,n⟩n′
× wn

wn+1
. (S5)

We now move our discussion towards the Monte Carlo moves. The moves are designed to ensure ergodicity while
only making local changes to the configuration space. Below, we discuss the three classes of moves: add-drop, swap

and interact. For the rest of this section, we will work with a d+1 dimensional lattice with length L and 2nmax +1
temporal slices. The temporal axis is pictured in the vertical direction. While the schematic diagrams show the moves
on a d = 1 lattice, they generally also apply to higher dimensional cases. We will point out subtleties pertaining to
d > 1 dimensions when appropriate.
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FIG. S1: Illustration of the add-drop moves with (a) LZ Liouvillians (b) LX Liouvillians (c) LZZ Liouvillians. The
temporal direction is vertical.

Add Drop

The add-drop move is designed to allow transitioning between the different n sectors by adding and removing a
pair of identical local Liouvillians. As illustrated in Fig. S1, the move is defined as follows:

1. Randomly choose a time slice with uniform probability.

2. If the local Liouvillians occupying both sides of the time slice are identical, propose to remove both.

3. Else, if the Liouvillian slots on both sides are unoccupied, randomly choose a site with uniform probability and
propose to add a pair of identical Liouvillians onto the unoccupied slots at that site.

We now determine the transition probabilities. Let i be a configuration in the n − 1 sector with the (k − 1)-th and
k-th Liouvillian slots unoccupied. Let f be a configuration in the n sector that is identical to i except with these slots
occupied at site r by Liouvillians Lrk−1,ak−1

= Lrk,ak
=: Lr,a. The two configurations are thus related by an add-drop

move. Based on Eq. (S3), detailed balance imposes the constraint:

Ti→fAi→f

Tf→iAf→i
=

Pf

Pi
=

wn(Ok−1|Lr,a|Ok)(Ok|Lr,a|Ok+1)(2n)(2n− 1)

wn−1(2nmax − 2n+ 2)(2nmax − 2n+ 1)
. (S6)

Here, Pi, Pf are the respective weights, Ti→f , Tf→i are probabilities to propose the add/drop transitions and
Ai→f , Af→i are the acceptance probabilities for the moves. Now, proposing an add operation involves choosing a
time slice, followed by choosing a site and then choosing a Liouvillian type; proposing a drop amounts to simply
choosing a time slice. Therefore the proposition probabilities are

Ti→f =
1

2nmax + 1
× 1

Ld
× (Ok−1|Lr,a|Ok)(Ok|Lr,a|Ok+1)

σ
, Tf→i =

1

2nmax + 1
. (S7)

where we denoted σ = 4(dJ2 + (hX)2 + (hZ)2) as the sum of weights of all possible Liouvillians at a site. Therefore,
the following “Metropolis” acceptance rates satisfy detailed balance:

Ai→f = min

(
1,

wnL
dσ(2n)(2n− 1)

wn−1(2nmax − 2n+ 2)(2nmax − 2n+ 1)

)
, (S8)

Af→i = min

(
1,

wn−1(2nmax − 2n+ 2)(2nmax − 2n+ 1)

wnLdσ(2n)(2n− 1)

)
. (S9)
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FIG. S2: Illustration of the swap move. We show two examples of Liouvillians that commute with each other: (a)
LZ and LZZ Liouvillians sharing a site. (b) Two LZZ Liouvillians sharing just one site. In addition to (a) and (b),
identical Liouvillians (those of the same kind, on the same site; and along the same axis in case of LZZ) and those
on different sites with no overlap, trivially commute.

Swap

The swap move permutes through different configurations in the same n sector using the commutation property of
Liouvillian pairs, see Fig. Fig. S2 for an illustration. Before discussing the steps, we first define the notion of “ceiling”
and “floor”. The ceiling (floor) of a Liouvillian is the temporally closest Liouvillian above (below, respectively) it
which doesn’t commute with it. If a non-commuting Liouvillian is lacking, the ceiling/floor is then defined to be the
initial/final temporal boundary. Now, the swap steps are as follows:

1. Randomly, with uniform probability, choose a Liouvillian.

2. Randomly, with uniform probability, choose a second Liouvillian slot amongst those lying between the ceiling
and floor of the first Liouvillian.

3. If the newly chosen slot is empty, remove the Liouvillian from its existing slot and place it in the new slot.

4. Otherwise, that is, if the slot is occupied by another Liouvillian, check whether the ceiling and floor of this
second Liouvillian lie at an intermediate temporal index between the indices of the two Liouvillians. If that is
not the case, swap the two Liouvillians.

Since the swap moves involve no weight change and everything is sampled uniformly, it satisfies detailed balance
automatically, that is, with 100% acceptance rate.

Interact

The add-drop move only allows Liouvillians to exist on a site in pairs. This can however miss configurations with
an odd number of bond Liouvillians on a site. To enable this we introduce the interact move, as illustrated in
Fig. S3. It is to be noted that for d > 1, the two interacting bonds can be along different spatial axes. In such cases,
two different LZZ pair configurations can map to the same LZ pair configuration. This needs to be accounted for in
detailed balance.

The interaction is implemented as:

1. Randomly choose a time slice with uniform probability.
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FIG. S3: Illustration of the interact move. Two LZZ Liouvillians sharing only one site may “interact” to give a pair
of LZ Liouvillians situated on next to nearest neighbour sites.

2. If the Liouvillian on both sides of the time slice are of type LZZ and share exactly one site, check if the shared
site has a Z or I operator on it. If so, replace the LZZ Liouvillians with LZ Liouvillians as in Fig. S3.

3. If the Liouvillian slots on both sides host LZ Liouvillians placed at next to nearest neighbour sites, check if their
common nearest neighbouring site has a Z or I operator. If this is the case, replace the LZ Liouvillians with
LZZ Liouvillians as in Fig. S3.

Now, we derive the transition probabilities. Let i be a configuration with LZZ Liouvillians on the k − 1-th and k-th
time slots sharing a single site r. Let f be the configuration related to i by the interact move, hosting two LZ

Liouvillians. Now, detailed balance implies:

Ti→fAi→f

Tf→iAf→i
=

Pf

Pi
=

(hZ)2

J2
(S10)

where Pi, Pf are the respective weights, Ti→f , Tf→i are proposition probabilities and Ai→f , Af→i the acceptance
probabilities. We claim that the proposition probabilities are as follows:

Ti→f =
1

2nmax + 1
, Tf→i =

1

(2nmax + 1)α
, (S11)

where α = 2 if the LZZ Liouvillians in configuration i are along different spatial directions (otherwise, α = 1).
This is because, proposing a LZZ → LZ interact move amounts to choosing a time slice. Meanwhile, to specify
a LZ → LZZ interact move, we need choose a time slice, and then pick a common neighboring site among the α
choices. Therefore, the following acceptance rates fulfill detailed balance:

Ai→f = min

(
1,

(hZ)2

αJ2

)
, Af→i = min

(
1,

αJ2

(hZ)2

)
. (S12)

THE X OPERATOR

The statistical nature of infinite temperature operator growth dynamics in non-integrable systems like the mixed
field QIM implies that local operators should typically give rise to the same generic behavior at a large enough order
n. Based on the Operator Growth Hypothesis [S21], one expects local operators to asymptotically grow linearly with
the same slope. To check this, we compute the same plots as Fig. 3 but for the X operator in Fig. S4. We see that
for 1D log(n)∆rn vs n again gives us a constant curve log(n)∆rn ≃ 2.2(1)J , the same as the Z operator in the main
text. Similarly, in 2D we again get a plot consistent with linear growth with slope ≃ 1.26(4)J . Another point to note
is the non-universal nature of the intermediate plateau in the 2D ∆rn vs n plot. We see that here the plateau is much
narrower than the one for the Z operator as shown in the main text.
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ADDITIONAL MOVE FOR THE TFIM LIMIT

X
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FIG. S5: An example of a configuration in the n = 2 sector that requires the interactmove to be generated. Temporal
slices of the 2D lattice are indexed by k. The first temporal slice is identical to the last because of the fixed boundary
conditions. The LZZ Liouvillians, shown as rectangular boxes, transform local Pauli operators between slices.

In the hZ = 0 limit, the interact move breaks down. This is not a problem in 1D as configurations with an odd
number of identical LZZ Liouvillians also require the presence of LZ Liouvillians and thus do not exist in this limit.
For d > 1 it is possible for configurations to have an odd number of identical LZZ Liouvillians without LZ Liouvillians.
Fig. S5 shows a simple example with LZZ Liouvillians looping around a plaquette, satisfying the boundary conditions.
Note that each site hosts just one LZZ Liouvillian of a kind. One can generate larger loops by removing LZZ pairs
on the common edges of overlapping smaller loops using add-drop.
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FIG. S6: Section of two configurations connected by the rotate move on a 2D lattice. k corresponds to the temporal
index. Note that both configurations have the same temporal boundaries, implying the local nature of the move.

To access this part of the configuration space in absence of interact we propose the rotate move. Fig. S6 shows
that it is possible to rotate two parallel LZZ Liouvillians sharing a plaquette to get another pair of parallel LZZ

Liouvillians on the same plaquette while maintaining the same boundaries. Detailed balance for this move should be
trivial as the involved configurations have the same weight and the Metropolis acceptance rate is 100%. It can be
seen that a combination of add-drop and rotate can generate the configuration in Fig. S5. We benchmark this move
against exact numerics in Fig. S7.

2 4 6 8 10

10

15

20

n

r n

MCMC with rotate
Exact calculation

MCMC without rotate

FIG. S7: Comparing our MCMC equipped with and without the rotate move against exact computations for the 2D
TFIM with the same boundary operator as in Fig. S5.
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